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Electromagnetism (EM) has created a tremendous technological evolution in our daily lives from
“life style” gadgets to fundamental research laboratory applications, especially in exploring a kind of
natural resources potential such as in geomagnetic, geothermal, groundwater and other fields. Since the
19-th century, Gaussian experiments with spherical harmonics indicated that the geomagnetic field
originated from a core deep inside the Earth. The earth’s geomagnetic field is not like the field of a bar
magnet, but it is really generated by the motion of molten iron rich alloys that extends from the earth's
inner core that changes over time. Due to that natural phenomenon, the research in the geomagnetic field
is growing quickly, not only in terms of engineering aspects, but also in social aspects, such as the
possible influence of the earth’s magnetic field on human behavior.
This season, we are pleased to present the special edition of the International Journal of Technology
(IJTech) dedicated to experimental and simulation works in electromagnetic technology to explore
Indonesia’s natural phenomena and Japanese earthquakes. This special edition presents nine selected
papers from the International Conference on 1st AEMT (Applied Electromagnetic Technology) Lombok,
11-15 April 2014. Papers in this special edition generally can be divided into two groups. Papers 1-7
concern geomagnetic issues related to the phenomena of the earth’s magnetic field. The rest of the papers
present the development of electromagnetic simulations and devices for application at low-voltage levels.
The first paper, written by Zubaidah, Kanata, and Paniran is about the exploration of the geomagnetic
field as a kind of potential natural field in the earth. The research aims are to construct and to concentrate
the geomagnetic fields, in order to possibly use the concentrated fields for geomagnetic power plants.
The designed geomagnetic concentrator system has been tested in a self-arranged, semi-anechoic
chamber with a pair of Helmholtz coils, induced with DC currents to simulate regional ambient static
geomagnetic fields. The results show that by inducing the 1 A current on each of the coils, this will
produce magnetic fields, concentrated over the surrounding area of the Helmholtz coil. The intensities of
magnetic fields over this area are about 15,00045,000 nT, which can be used to model the geomagnetic
fields of Lombok Island.
The second paper, authored by Warsa, Grandis, Parnadi, and Santoso, presents developing theory and
the recent application of the Magnetic Resonance Sounding (MRS), as a non-invasive method which
directly detects the groundwater’s existence from surface measurements. Furthermore, a general
formulation for inverting the initial amplitude and decay time of the MRS data to recover a 3-D
distribution of groundwater is presented.
The third paper by Parnadi, Widodo, Savitri, and Zakarsyi presents their research in determining
resistivity structure to a depth of 4 km by using Audio-magnetotelluric (AMT) and Magnetotelluric (MT)
methods. The study results reveal the existence of a strike, as indicated from the geological data and a
low-resistivity zone at a shallow surface to a depth of 2 km that is most probably associated with partial
melting and intrusion at a greater depth.
The fourth paper by Kinasih, Wiriasto, Kanata, and Zubaidah presents findings leading towards
analyzing and modeling earthquake interoccurence times in the Lesser Sunda Islands region using a
Weibull distribution. Empirical results indicate the probability and rate of an earthquake recurrence time
within a certain magnitude and in a certain time.
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Medium and w
weaker eartthquakes haave a higherr chance of occurrence,, reaching uup to a 100%
% probabilitty
forr the follow
wing 60 monnths. Meanw
while, a stroonger earthq
quake has a 75.80% proobability off occurrencee.
The fifthh paper byy Kanata, Zubaidah, Ramadhan
ni, and Irm
mawati, preesents the changes of
o
geeomagnetic intensity inn the atmosp
phere that m
might be ussed as an in
ndicator of eearthquake occurrences.
Vaariations off geomagneetic data haave been annalyzed in association
n with the T
Tohoku Eaarthquake on
o
th
March 11 2011. Thee results sh
howed thatt the diffeerence pow
wer spectraal density varies quitte
sig
gnificantly, which can be
b observed
d over a perriod of 10 days before an
a earthquaake occurren
nce.
The sixthh paper by Wijaya, an
nd Kencanaawati focusses on waveelet based ddenoising. In this casee,
waavelet basess functions are investig
gated to dettermine the proper wav
velet bases function to perform thhe
deenoising of an AE Signnal. The ex
xperimental data showss that the best
b wavelett basis funcction for thiis
caase is Coifleet, which proovides the best
b SNR inn compariso
on with otheer wavelet ffamilies. In addition, thhe
deenoised AE signal hass been succcessfully peerformed to
o determine the crack locations inside
i
of thhe
co
oncrete, as iss analysed by
b an AE paarameter.
The seveenth paper by Musaffar, Triyantta, Sugitom
mo, Djamalluddin, Yooshikawa, and
a
Uozum
mi
inv
vestigates tthe dynamicc pressure of
o solar winnd controls to the pow
wer of Pc5 magnetic pulsations
p
b
by
peerforming a cross-specttrum analyssis of Pc5 w
wavelets durring the occcurrence of electron rad
diation belts.
Th
he results inndicate that the wavelet power oof Pc5 mag
gnetic pulsaations, whicch is assocciated with a
maaximum waavelet crosss spectrum
m, shows thhat a simillar change of Pc5 puulsations occcurs durinng
rad
diation beltt events. Thhe increase of electronn fluxes, wh
hich are inittiated by thhe presence of the largge
po
ower of the Pc5 magneetic pulsatio
ons, has beeen observed
d. This indicates that PPc5 magnetic pulsationns
co
ould play a rrole in the acceleration
a
and transpoort mechaniism of the electron
e
radiiation belt.
The eighthh paper by Satiawan, Citarsa,
C
Wirryajati, and Aware pressents a perfformance co
omparison of
o
thrree PWM scchemes of the
t dual-inv
verter fed fivve-phase, open-end
o
wiinding motoor drives. Th
he quality of
o
thee phase outpput voltages is comparred and adeqquate analy
yses are prov
vided. The simulation results show
w
thaat the Carriier Based Phase
P
Dispo
osition (PD)) PWM sch
heme enablees generatioon of the most excellennt
ou
utput voltagge among thhe three PW
WM schemees. The Totaal Harmoniics Distortioon (THD) of
o the outpuut
vo
oltages geneerated by thee carrier based PWM sscheme is reeduced by 65%
6
and 15%
% on averag
ge compareed
to the THD oof the outpuut voltages produced bby the URS
S PWM scheme and thhe decompo
osition PWM
M
sch
heme, respeectively.
The last ppaper, writtten by Sulisstiyanto, Riif’an, and Setyawati
S
prresents the development of a LED
D
(L
Light Emittinng Diode) driver based on a booost power co
onverter. Th
he selectedd driver´s prrototype waas
reaalized usingg a FPGA (Field
(
Progrrammable G
Gate Array)) module ass the switchhing controlller, whereiin
thee implemenntation usinng Xilinx ISE14.6 andd the measu
urements were
w
successsfully perfo
ormed. Thhe
bo
oost convertter topologyy was invesstigated to aachieve an optimal con
nverter, whhich showed
d a relativelly
hig
gh voltage ggain.
With this special issuue of our journal, we aare successfu
fully nearing
g completioon of our pu
ublication foor
thiis year. Wee would apppreciate you
ur suggestioons, feedbacck or any id
deas which can help uss to maintaiin
an
nd improve tthe journal’s quality. I wish you alll the happiest New Yeear 2015.
With warmest regards from the Ed
ditor’s Deskk,

Dr.--Ing Eko Ad
dhi Setiawaan
Editorial Boarrd

